MODULES

Nurturning

Global-Minded Student
Through International Mobility and
Social Life Exploration

Malaysia
- Singapore

OVERVIEW

Malaysia and Singapore are great destinations to study and exceptional places to experience a diverse
culture. Singapore is known for its targeted and precise curriculum for students to master core subjects
such as science and technology. Moreover, Singapore has strict regulations in choosing their teachers
since only the top 5% of graduating students qualify to enter teaching as they get training from the
Singapore National Institute of Education. There is also a diverse multicultural and multilingual society
that consists of Mandarin, Chinese, Malay, Tamil, and English. Almost similar to Singapore, Malaysia offers
world-class higher education with lower tuition fees. Nottingham University which is based in the United
Kingdom and Curtin University Sarawak are examples of this world-class higher education. What is more,
the English literacy rate in Malaysia is quite high and languages are diverse such as Malay, Chinese, and
Tamil. Furthermore, this exchange program is to explore dozens of extraordinary academic and nonacademic experiences to achieve students' future goals concerning both culture and education.
Therefore, students are expected and able to identify the opportunity and exchange program procedures
by participating in SEOI MAL SIN 2022.

You are invited to encourage and empower
yourself in SEOI MAL SIN 2022!
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BENEFITS
International Legal Certiﬁcate
By enrolling in SEOI MAL SIN 2022, students acquire the International Legal Certi cate
upon the successful completion of all the programs. This certi cate acts as proof of the
international exposure that is essential for students to achieve professional future
careers or further academic plans.

Educational and Cultural Exchange
SEOI MAL SIN 2022 offers students to experience international learning as well as
necessary insights about acceptance and understanding of cross-border cultures and
communities. In addition, students will be able to gain more understanding of
Singaporean and Malaysian history, culture, and tradition. Students also can acquire
inspiration and insight from Singaporean and Malaysian students and education that may
motivate them in pursuing future goals. Even more, students will be able to deepen their
comprehension of foreign educational systems and their cultures, develop their
analytical and problem-solving skills, and contribute to discussing global issues
according to their interests.

Self-development and Awareness
Students that participate in our SEOI MAL SIN 2022 program will be able to develop their
con dence in communicating with foreigners and be prepared to adapt and overcome
challenges or differences that are present outside of their comfort zone. In addition,
students also will be able to expand their network in the academic and non-academic
environment through education and cultural series within SEOI MAL SIN 2022.
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ACTIVITIES
International Exchange

Studying in foreign university in brief time and feeling the atmosphere of being
international students.

Cultural Discovery

Discovering cultural attractions and institution in Singapore and Malaysia to learn and
understand Singaporean and Malaysian culture.

University Insight
Visiting best university in Singapore and Malaysia by having admission workshop and
campus tour.

Community Melting Pot
Exposing several social hubs to connect and adapt with Singaporean and Malaysian
society for improving interpersonal skills.
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SCHEDULE

Day 1
GO! EXCHANGE AND
EXPLORE

Flight to Malaysia
To value diversity and acquire study abroad in harmony, in Malaysia
and Singapore, the students will take the ight to Malaysia for
achieving valuable experiences.

Putrajaya
Putrajaya is located in the south part of Kuala Lumpur. It acts as an
administrative center of Malaysia where there are located both
houses of parliament and the rst royal palace. Students will be able to
learn more about the administration of Malaysia by visiting Putrajaya
as well as enjoying the natural beauty lls with parks, botanical
gardens, and wetlands.

Petronas Twin Tower
The students then will go to take picture or enjoy view in Petronas
Twin Tower, 88 oors tall tower that was known as one of the tallest
towers in the world.
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SCHEDULE

Day 2

EXCHANGE AND EXPLORE

Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia in Kuala Lumpur
Students will visit the embassy to celebrate the Independence Day of
Indonesia during their trip to Malaysia. Usually, there are several
activities that they can participate such as ag ceremony, sack race,
eating crackers, and expression of gratitude to God. On a normal day,
the embassy is responsible for transmitting messages between
governments, informing various important conditions, preparing
international treaties, and promoting culture as well as the economy.

Universiti Malaysia
The second exchange program will be held at one of the best public
universities in Kuala Lumpur, University Malaysia. Then, students
will meet admission staff for undergraduate and graduate program
brie ng. The visit will be ended by a campus tour that is
accompanied by student ambassadors.

Central Market
After arrived in Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, students will visit Central
Market to discover and buy souvenirs, antiques, and many more.

Johor Bahru
Student will then head to the Johor–Singapore Causeway that
consist of a combined rail and road bridge connecting the Malaysian
city of Johor Bahru across the Strait of Johor to the Woodlands
district and city of Singapore.
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SCHEDULE

Day 3

CLOSING PROGRAM AND HOMECOMING

National University of Singapore
The main exchange program will be started at one of the best public
universities in Singapore, National University of Singapore. Then,
students will meet admission staff for undergraduate and graduate
program brie ng. The visit will be ended by a campus tour that is
accompanied by student ambassadors.

Merlion Park
Merlion is an iconic statue of Singapore that represents combination
of lion and sh. This statue is representing the name of the country
“Singa” in Malay while the part of sh is explaining the history of
Singapore that is known as sher village named Temasek.

Marina Bay Sands
After that, students will visit Marina Bay Sands, an integrated
entertainment districts for hotel, mall, museum, and theatres.

Airport Transfer
The students will bid farewell to each other and be transferred to the
airport as the signal that the students will start a brand-new day with
new experiences, new stories, new friends, and new family.

Arrival
The students arrived in their home country for a brand-new day and
experience of academic expedition in Malaysia and Singapore.
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This proposal is arranged as a reference for
Student Exchange (SEOI) Malaysia - Singapore 2022

Best regards,

Head of Program
SEOI Malaysia-Singapore 2022
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SEE YOU IN
MALAYSIA - SINGAPORE

Contact Us :
halo@studentexchange.or.id

0811 356070

studentexchange.or.id

studentexchange.or.id

